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Conditions in the West
By B. CORA HIND.
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: ing their Industries, In order to be prepared to meet 
conditions following the war. Canada aloneL of all 
the allied nations, has really done nothing along this 

Of course, A very serious mistake was made8 ' line.
in the early days pf the war In allowing enormous 

. amounts of Canadian money to go into the United 
States to establish various war Industries, 
when Canada, wants money, she has to borrow .it from 
the United States, and our credit balance is on the 

side. It is the old story of the borrower being

; :
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Now,
gbtherefore, dealers, millers and all connected with 

the marketing of grain are not compelled to ac
cept the control of any commission or board sit
ting in London. In Canada, oq 
apart from the fixing of the price by the board 
of grain supervisors and from such arrange

ra ade necessary by the fixing of

s The weather for the past week has been rather 
uncertain. The 6th, 6th and 7th were delightful days 
of almost summer heat. On the night of the 7th, the

>

wrong
servant to the lender, and to-day Canada is in a very 

position with regard to her industries, 
and in none is she worse placed than in the handling 
of her grain. It is to be hoped that the conference 
at Ottawa will not lead to the entire grain trade being 

to the Wheat Export Com- 
Surely if the United States can control her

the other hand, haiweather turned very cold and wet with heavy frosts 
on the nights of the 8th, 9th and 10th, and quite 
heavy rains on the 10th at many points throughout 
the West which stopped threshing. The weather is now 
clear and bright and threshing will be resumed to

it is not thought that the frost would lessen

affiundesirable
thb

ments as are 
the price, there was, during the past year, no body 
competent to perform the functions performed by 
the "United States corporation. The result is that 

from the fixing of the price, the control 
marketing of Canadian grain was not in 

in the hands of the

S of
wit
poihanded over once more 

pany.
domestic distribution of grain, Canada should be al-

day.
yield of wheat, though in some districts, it will 

reduce the grade of some fields, but late oats and 
late barley have suffered considerably from these 

to what extent will not he known until

ofthe
apart 
of the

of i
lowed to do so also.

The West is at last beginning to be stirred up to 
the matter of undesirable immigration

fac 
ing 
peo 

. giv

It wasCanadian hands.
Wheat Export Company, acting under instruc-frests, but

Threshing returns fromthese grains are threshed, 
wheat are exceptionally gratifying. In almost every

action in . ,
from the United States, and protests are coming

Most of this class
lions received from either the British royal com
mission or some other body in England. :reports of yields are higher than had been thick and fast on the subject.

anticipated. During the week a statement of acreage 
seeded was issued by the Provincial and Dominion

cep
in the" United States that they must 

During the past Six
"This led to some rather developments during 

the past year. Through the winter months, it be- 
pradically impossible for any shipper other

car

have been told anç
mileither go to war or get out.

hundreds of these people have been admitted 
the case of at least one colony, 

It seems in

governments jointly, and in this new statement, the 
wheat for the Province of Manitoba is

months /hcame
than the Wheat Export Company, to get a

Just how

Or
to Canada, and inacreage in

materially increased, so much so that it would indicate 
nearly an additional 6,000,000 bushels over and above 

In Saskatchewan, however, the

dis-
for the hauling of wheat east, all-rail.

it is difficult to say, but
have been granted military exemption, 
credible that this could happen, but it has happened, 

the colony is located quite close to Winnipeg.
French people hold-

ma
this situation arose,
the result of it was not hard to understand.

the Canadian firms, who had been

cesThethe recent estimate, 
wheat acreage is 102,000 acres less than originally 

Provincial Government of Saskatch-

and qua
They are not Mennonites, but are 
ing somewhat similar views on the subject of war. 
A very large percentage of these immigrants are not 
only undesirable from the standpoint of their peculiar 
beliefs, but are undesirably,-, from a standpoint of 

Whatever is done now . will, be

result was
in the business of shipping and forwarding grain 

could no longer ship a carload

ent
reported. The 
ewan are now 
the new acreage 
figures have so

publicity commissioner of that province is claim- 
much higher yields than anybody else has 

discover, and everyone will sincerely

a Itestimating the yield at 10.8, which on 
would give them 98,000,000. No fresh 
far been published for Alberta, but

for many years, 
of Canadian wheat to a 
the Great Lakes, and this domestic business fell 

into the
Allied Governments."

ECanadian mill, east of
qui
“Rthands of the company ’ representing the physical condition, 

largely in the nature of "locking the . door after .the 
been stolen,” but it will be fetter to put

1 lie
ing very 
been able to 
hope that his estimate is the correct one.

ter
res,
Pra
did

horse hasorder-in-council turning over the handl-The recent
ing of the grain to the Board of Grain Supervisors

more satis-

up the bars than not to put them up at all.
Another matter which will be exceedingly difficult 

to deal with, but nevertheless, should receive im- 
attention. is that of the people from alien 

countries being allowed to buy large pieces of 
These men are nearly

the week the XVinnipeg Grain Exchange 
its annual meeting, and the retiring president,

appeared to put the whole matter on a
basis, but apparently the Wheat Export Com- 

and the shipping interests are violently op-
members of the

During
thaheld

w. K. Bawlf took the opportunity to set before the 
the condition in which the grain trade has

factory
pany

thiimediate
ces;enemy

land in the Canadian West.
public
suffered' during the past year.

posed to the new control, and some
and the chairman of the Board ofEverything has been res<

ingGrain Exchange 
Grain Supervisors have been hurriedly summoned to 
Ottawa for further discussion, and are in session at

One thing stand*

also the men whom theall naturalized, but they 
government felt justified in depriving of their vote 
during last election, yet they are buying enormous- 
areas of land while our own men are fighting in 
the trenches. The prices paid for some of this land

beyond that of the 
of the sales of school

practically controlled by the Wheat Export Company 
this whole question of grain handling is of

are v
•;S eveand as

such vital importance to Canada, I am quoting a 
couple of paragraphs from the address of Mr. Bawlf.

till*<____ .Ottawa at the present writing.
theand that is, that if any industry inout very clearly

the East had been interfered with to the same
grain trade has been interfered with in 

would have been something to do

ultj
rea
whi
ery

ex-"The marketing of wheat during the past year would indicate some other desire 
growing of wheat. Àt one l

Saskatcbewan this year as high as $80.00 
Surely the legal

1was controlled to some extent by the Canadian 
Government through the hoard of grain super- 

I wish particularly to remind you that the 
given to the board of grain supervisors 

The board could fix the

tent as the
merethe West, there 

long before this. It is beginning to dawn upon many 
that Canada is not acting wisely at the pres- 

desire to do their part in the war and 
in some di

land in
an acre was paid for raw prairie, 
talent of Canada should be ablé to devise some means

descent could be pre

visors.
Tpeople

ent time. The 
to be patriotic has been allowed to run 
rections at least, to extremes, 
and the United States are

power
<!» era

VPr
san
kne
per
kno
ten

was a limited power, 
price of wheat, and, in order to make the price 
effective, it could commandeer wheat, 
also provide for carrying charges, hut it could

whereby men of alien enemy 
vented from securing such an 

both carefully safeguard- lands of Canada.

Nenormous hold on 0ie yGreat Britain herself,It could

If you compare the powersdo very little more, 
of the board with those vested in the correspond- LAST WEEK’S RECORD OF ACTIVE MONTREAL STOCKS.
ing body in the United States, you will appreciate 

The United States authorities could ---- YEAR- —
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negotiate with the representatives of the allied 
governments ; could specify the place at which 
the allied' governments should accept delivery of
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2828the wheat; could purchase wheat and sell it to 
the agents of the allied governments, or to the 
mills, and could determine, all the conditions of 

In other words, when the allied 
agency for
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such delivery.
governments decided to create an 
ttie purchase of grain in the United States, the 
United States Government decided to reply by
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Government to negotiate with the agents for the 
They took this step on the simple ground
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that if the allied peoples were to buy through a 
government body, the American producers and 
dealers should be able to sell through a govern
ment body, and in this way, they could properly 
protect and safeguard American interests, 
individual Is at a disadvantage in negotiating 

Individuals in the United
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States would have been at a disadvantage in 
negotiating with a body that represented Great

Consequently, the
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Britain, France and Italy.
States Government interposed a grain
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United
corporation and the representatives of the Allied 
Governments had to deal or negotiate with the 
representatives of the American Government, and 
they had to negotiate not merely about the price 
of the grain, but about everything connected with
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the marketing of the grain. + %96%96%• • « • • •<Tn the United States, therefore, there was an 
United States Government body which controlled 
the marketing of all grains and grain products in 
the United States. That corporation can buy gram 
if necessary,, but one of its main objects is un

to negotiate with the Wheat Export 
for the export of 

In the United States
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grain and grain products.
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